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OFFICIAL

Nueva Luz is published three times per year by En Foco, a non-profit
organization supporting fine art and documentary photographers
of diverse cultures, primarily U.S. residents of Latino, African and
Asian heritage, and Native Peoples of the Americas and the Pacific.
Spanish translations of the commentary are now available
at www.enfoco.org/nuevaluz.
Nueva Luz is made possible through subscriptions, our Print
Collectors Program, the National Endowment for the Arts, the New
York State Council on the Arts, and the New York City Department
of Cultural Affairs. En Foco is also funded in part by the Nathan
Cummings Foundation, Bloomberg Philanthropies, Elizabeth
Firestone Graham Foundation, NALAC Fund for the Arts
(National Association of Latino Arts and Culture, the Ford
Foundation, Southwest Airlines and the Andy Warhol Foundation
for the Visual Arts, Met Life), The Lily Auchincloss Foundation, the
Bronx Council on the Arts and JP Morgan Chase, Canson Infinity,
Lowepro, Manfrotto, Archival Methods, Loupe Digital Studio, Fuji Film,
Print File, Modernage Custom Digital Imaging Labs, WNYC.org,
members, subscribers and friends.

In the process of putting together this issue, I've been thinking a lot about the power
of images, as well as their inherent contradictions. How challenging it can be at times
to not feel powerless––especially as documentary photographers––to truly and deeply
effect change.
More questions than answers always remain. What is relevant and meaningful
in a world so replete with imagery – what makes an image speak to us individually,
and as a society? How can we tap into that essence, create a critical mass for change,
and get to the core of what matters? After all, the things that matter most are not things.
As artists, we all strive for creating imagery that is worthy – not of acclaim, but worthy
of remembering. Our lives are richer thanks to the compassion of the many photographers that allow us to peek into their hearts and minds through their images – their
compassion, goodness, perseverance, need to shed light on a little known story, or bang
on a drum till someone pays attention. Take a minute to think of the photographers that
have inspired you––what was the subject matter they were addressing, and how did
it resonate in your life?
Communicating visually is an art, and photographers persevere in telling visual
stories… great storytellers, share the stories that keep moving them to their core,
which inspires us in turn.
My life has been deeply moved and inspired by the guest writer for this issue:
the documentary photographer, educator and mentor, Steve Cagan. He helped shape
my world view as a compassionate, humanitarian (to use a sadly outmoded term)
photographer. While there may be a limit to what we can do alone, together our collective
knowledge and stories can bring change, even if that change is only within each of us.

Miriam Romais,
Publisher and Editor
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Commentary

Commentary

PLACE and IDENTITY:
Examining Human Situations
by Steve Cagan

Recently, a student in a class I was giving for non-photographers on how photography communicates,
argued that photography was not art for various reasons that ultimately don’t hold up. My response was
that in a funny way I agreed with him—in the sense that trying to insist on photography as art tends
to marginalize, and even delegitimate, important areas of photographic practice that don’t fit into
the increasingly narrow range of interests and expectations of mainstream art.

Above: Gerard Ingraham, at the site of his former home; Pointe a La Hache, LA.
John Pinderhughes, Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”
Left: Jason Reblando, Kimaya, Lathrop Homes series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 30x24"

For me, photography has always had two defining characteristics: its representational strength and its
reproducibility. With digital technologies reproducibility has reached such an extreme that the third,
slightly less essential defining feature has become if anything, even clearer: for photography what is central is the image, not the object (print). But that’s for another time. The representational strength of the
medium has in reality been a problem for some artists. It undermines experiments in abstraction and even
presents obstacles for some “conceptual” work.
But for those who want to use the camera to explore the world—for social scientists, physical scientists,
journalists, families on vacation, wedding photographers, documentarians and others, it is this representational force—with all the limitations and problems we have come to understand—that makes
photography such a useful tool.

Finally, it was fascinating to me to see how each of these photographers, in his or her own way, through
styles, approaches, and even subject matters that are very different (though within the commonality I have
already discussed) present the common theme of the relationship between people and place. They have
different things to say about that theme, they use the theme for different ends, but that important theme
is central to what all of them are doing, as we shall see. Importantly, none of them falls into the trap
of generalizing; they are firmly rooted in the particular experiences and particular places inhabited
by the specific and concrete people they photograph.

One area of work that has found increasingly little space, at least in the US art photography world,
is “traditional” social documentary. I use the word “traditional” with some concern, because not only
technologies, but also our understanding of our environment, of what constitutes responsible social
photographic behavior, and much more––has changed.
In art institutions and publications, the very word “documentary” seems to have come to cover a range
of meanings so great that in the end there’s no unifying concept. When photographers are described
as documentarians in the same paragraphs in which the value of their work is described as giving
us a way to share “how they see,” “their optic,” or something to that effect, too much has been lost.
So I was delighted to see the projects of these four photographers: Jason Reblando, Katrina d’Autremont,
John Pinderhughes and Jaime Permuth. Their work represents a valuable approach to the medium
and a photographic practice that has unfortunately lost a great deal of ground in recent years in the US.
All of them see photography as a medium with which to examine social conditions and issues, to bring
people and communities—and important aspects of their daily lives and daily struggles—to our attention.
And even before that—or perhaps deeper—their work depends on an understanding that photography
can ultimately be not about the photographer or about the medium, but about the subject.
That’s not to say that these photographers lack a personal optic or style, or that they fail to use technique
and esthetic strength in their explorations and presentations of the world. On the contrary, their work
depends on these qualities to engage us as viewers. But it does mean that the subject of the work, what
it asks us in the first place to look at, is not the photographer or the medium, but the people and social
conditions being presented and respected.
Another strength that these four photographers share is that they present people and situations that
are complex in a way that reflects that complexity. People are not presented as “the poor,” or simply
as victims (even when they have been victimized by natural disasters and/or disastrous public policies),
or as one dimensional objects of “human interest.”
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Jason
Reblando

Jason Reblando, in his work on housing projects in the Lathrop holmes housing project in Chicago,
doesn’t ask us to decide that low-income housing projects are the kinds of homes we would like people
to have—but he does ask us, through images and text, to consider that public housing was not only
a response to a perceived need or social deficit, but also an expression of optimism about the possibility
of planning. And his images require us to remember that for the people who live there, the housing
project is indeed home, and provides community. This is something that well-meaning reformers often
forget, and they forget it at the peril of losing meaning for their plans, and of punishing the poor for
living as if they were poor.
I have a particularly positive response to Reblando’s approach as I spent my “formative years” in
a low-income housing project in the Bronx. We were an island of racial diversity surrounded by a sea
of white, and I learned through personal experience that one of the effects of racism in the people that
surrounded us was that they were unable to enjoy the richness, the ferment, the striving, both the
harmony and the conflicts, in which even as a kid I reveled.
Reblando has managed to put all this together—he asks us to remember that the houses we now see
as mean were an expression not of despair, but of hope. That the people in his images confront serious
obstacles, but that they also bring hope, energy, creativity and personal strength to their struggles.
Both things are true; if we want to appreciate reality, we have to accept life in all its glorious contradictions.
The people who look at us in these images invite us to engage with them, but they do so insisting on their
individual humanity and dignity; in order to engage with them, we have to put aside prejudices and
preconceptions. It’s an effort for which we are well compensated.

Nueva Luz
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What Permuth gives us in these images is a chance to appreciate human strength. It’s not just about the
physical strength of these workers, though that’s certainly in evidence, but ultimately about the strength
to confront one’s situation and work hard, commit oneself, meterse a dos patas (jump in with both feet).
But it goes beyond this, because the very commitment to such consuming work changes us. These are not
guys who happen to mess around with cars; the work does not define them entirely, obviously, but it does
create a big piece of who they are. Our understanding of that fact is strengthened when we see other
people—clients, family members—relating to them through the place and what they do there.
Above: Jaime Permuth, untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 22x17"

The images end up being a tribute—and a beautiful one—to the physical and moral strength, the resilience
and the creativity of the workers.

Left: Katrina d’Autremont, La mesa, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment
print, various sizes.

Katrina
d’Autremont

If the other three photographers represented here deal with the relationships between people and their
places, for Katrina d’Autremont it is a central theme of her work. These images are not just about the way
people react to their environment; they are about how they are at least in part created by their intimate
environment, the place they live, their home. And about how that environment confirms who they are
even as it is one of the forces responsible for their understanding of who they are (this is obviously true
for the other photographers’ “subjects,” but it is not the central theme of their work).
And d’Autremont has the advantage that she is photographing people she knows intimately—members
of her own family—in a place she knows well. There’s an interesting contradiction here, in that
a comfortable house, filled with familiar and comfortable furniture, a place that one understands
well is home, nevertheless applies a heavy hand in the lives of the inhabitants.

Hurricane Katrina was not only a tremendous natural disaster, but also a disaster created by human
beings and the failure of policies, starting with the destruction of the mangroves and other natural
features that might have offered some protection from the storm, right through a series of failures
to serve the victims, and abuses at the hands of public officials, that continues up to today. For many
of us, it was a demonstration (if one was needed) that racism is still a powerful force in US society.

John
Pinderhughes

Jaime
Permuth

It would be too easy for a photographer to represent the misery produced. Indeed, there is a very strong
current, primarily in photojournalism, but also in documentary work, that ends up presenting people
essentially as victims. Sometimes, it’s true, people are victimized by circumstances beyond their control,
but what John Pinderhughes reminds us forcefully is that these same people are resistant, resilient and
creative, and that they apply these qualities to their efforts to overcome the forces that assail them.
Pinderhughes’ images are of people trying to recreate their lives in the place that was their home, but
in important physical and more important psychological, emotional, and social terms will never be the
same. There are some symbolic representations of this—boats out of place, utility meters for houses that
are no longer standing. But more important is what he captures of the determination of the people
to “recreate” their place—or more accurately, to create a new foundation for their lives in a place that can
never be the same.
The place at issue in Jaime Permuth’s Yonkeros is a workplace, rather than a living space, but like the
housing projects that Jason Reblando examines, it is a place where personal identities are perhaps created
but certainly strengthened, and it is a place that is threatened by the motors of “reform.”
In texts about his project, Yonkeros (a wonderful Spanglish word for people who strip useful materials
from junk cars—not people who live in Yonkers), Permuth talks about the threat facing the
workplace, the workers and their clients, and the work he documents. This may all soon be gone.
This piece of information does not so much change, but enriches the content of the images, as there
is a real poignancy to the efforts and activities, and the very higgledy-piggledy construction of the place
that Permuth documents with such formal strength. The images alone do not, and I would argue by their
nature cannot, carry this poignancy. This is a reminder of the extent to which the meaning of images
is a product of the relation of visual representations and the information (or misinformation) that we
bring to the encounter with them. It’s a reminder of the responsibility of photographers, especially
documentarians, to provide a context for understanding the images.
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This is a theme that appears with some regularity in Latin American literature. One appropriate expression
is found in the song Jugar a La Vida (Playing at Life) by the Mexican songwriter Enrique Ballesté:

Steve Cagan
is a documentarian and
activist with over
thirty-five years experience.
Recent projects include
El Chocó, Colombia:
Struggle for Cultural and
Environmental Survival,
regarding threats to the
rainforest cultures and their
resistance. His awards
include two Fulbright
Fellowships, a National
Endowment for the Arts
Fellowships, several
Ohio Arts Council and New
Jersey Arts Council
Fellowship. He is a widely
exhibited photographer,
as well as a sought
after educator and
lecturer both nationally
and abroad.
www.stevecagan.com

In my house, my family has fallen asleep in their armchairs
In my house, tradition has stayed alive
In my house, the walls are respected like a god
In my house there’s a church that’s called the dining room
In my house I speak to my parents with their voice
But sometimes in my house silence…is the best thing.
D’Autremont invites us into the house, into her family’s home. We enter respectfully, quietly. We are
struck by the extent that the place itself has a personality, that the people are not just in the place,
but in an active relationship with it, with the walls, the furniture. This is not just a place to stay; the place
itself demands that we respect it, and the family members accept and participate in this relationship.
It’s worth noting that d’Autremont gets us to engage with these people and this place by offering images
that are often lush and even gorgeous, that demand our attention for their visual qualities.
It’s a winning approach.
Documentary photography has traditionally had an intention, to go beyond representation and be part
of a campaign for change, to advocate for policies or programs—sometimes for radical solutions, sometimes for liberal reforms. When Lewis Hine said “I wanted to show the things that had to be corrected.
I wanted to show the things that had to be appreciated,” his idea wasn’t to stop there—he expected and
wanted his pictures to be used to move from criticism to change.
To the extent that these photographers expose and illuminate social issues [they don’t all do this],
we might regret the lack of those traditional prescriptions or appeals for change. But this cannot be taken
as a criticism of these visual communicators; it rather illustrates that in the absence of a movement
to change conditions, even the most sensitive and engaging presentation of communities or cultures and
the issues that confront them cannot do much.
That is not a reason to refrain from doing the work—the images, the projects of the photographers we have
looked at here ennoble and dignify their subjects and elevate our response, as they nourish our own
humanity as viewers. But there’s an inherent limit to what photographers can do by ourselves —sadly.

Nueva Luz
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Katrina d’Autremont

Katrina d’Autremont, The screen, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

Artist Statement
“This body of work, Si Dios Quiere (If God Wants), explores issues of intimacy and
distance within my mother’s family in Argentina. The house where she grew up and
the people who are part of that life serve as characters. The word “family” connects
us, but the extent of our connection depends on several factors. Families can be
separated by physical distance, but often it is more complicated as the relationships
themselves form walls and separations.
Si Dios Quiere attests to the fact that relationships are inherently difficult, and reveals
how a place can influence and form us. Closer proximity to the people we love
can be just as complex as distance. Within the family structure, specific roles are
developed over time. We idealize these roles and the people who fill them, as well as,
the places that hold us.

Charlie , Si Dios Quiere series, 2009. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

These images span several years, including the Christmas before my grandfather
died, alongside the images from after the funeral where an uncertain landscape
evolved. There is an intensity of absence and change, and how that emotion fades into
the everyday and a new order is established. During the following hours
and weeks after the funeral, I spent that time trying to photograph as much as
possible with a constant feeling of the desperation of loss, loss of both the certainty of
a family home and the connections between the family members. This landscape continues to shift even now.”
Katrina d’Autremont
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Katrina d’Autremont

Katrina d’Autremont

Esteban en la cocina, Si Dios Quiere series, 2008. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

Martin y Sofia, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.
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Katrina d’Autremont

Katrina d’Autremont

Abuelo y Maria Esther, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

Abuelo a la mesa, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.
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Katrina d’Autremont

Katrina d’Autremont

Sofia y la mariposa, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

Three Kings, Si Dios Quiere series, 2009. Archival pigment print, various sizes.
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Katrina d’Autremont
5.
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Maria Esther y Dorita, Si Dios Quiere series, 2011. Archival pigment print, various sizes.

Katrina d’Autremont
Maria Esther, Si Dios Quiere series, 2006. Archival pigment print, various sizes.
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Jaime Permuth

Jaime Permuth, Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"

Artist Statement
“Yonkeros is a popular term for businesses that strip wrecked cars and sell them
as scrap metal or for parts. The term is a Spanglish derivative of “junk”, conjugated
grammatically to refer to people who engage in this line of work.
Yonkeros is a lyrical exploration of first world consumerism, waste, and obsolescence
as they intersect with third world ingenuity and survivalist strategies in the
no-man’s-land of Willets Point, Queens, NY.
This series of photographs is both an appeal and a eulogy; the City of New York
is determined to erase the existence of this small enclave, not withstanding that it
continues to provide an essential service to the community and that it constitutes a
source of income and employment to a segment of the city’s immigrant working class.
Above all, Willets Point is a vast inventory of parts, and like all catalogues it is
also a poem.”
Jaime Permuth
Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 22x17"
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Jaime Permuth

Jaime Permuth

Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"

Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"
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Jaime Permuth

Jaime Permuth

Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"

Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2004. Archival pigment print, 22x17"
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Jaime Permuth

Jaime Permuth

Both images: Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"

Untitled, Yonkeros series, 2010. Archival pigment print, 17x22"
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John Pinderhughes

Young boy on his way to the school bus stop for the 50 mile ride to school (the local school was destroyed); Pointe a La Hache, LA
John Pinderhughes, Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”

Artist Statement
“In August of 2005, like millions of others, I sat transfixed at the television as Hurricane
Katrina slammed into the Gulf Coast. The force of the storm was hard to believe, and
the aftermath even harder to comprehend. The richest country on this planet failed to
provide any meaningful help for the citizens of its Gulf Coast. Perhaps the fact that
many of those citizens were poor and/or minority played a role. Even worse, the
national news media denigrated these citizens with a massively distorted, unbalanced
and racist airing of all the dirty linen they could find. If you were white and broke into
a grocery store, you were deemed a survivor––if you were black, then you were labeled
a looter. This coverage flew in the face of everything I had come to know of a people
I had learned to greatly love and admire.

Gary Barthelemey, at the site of his former business; Pointe a La Hache, LA.
Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”

With the help of The Katrina Media Fellowships from the Open Society Institute, I
returned to the region in 2006 and 2007. That grant allowed me to present a more balanced and truthful portrait of the people and their continuing problems, and to keep
their story in the media––especially as most of the mainstream media were no longer
interested, and despite the fact that few of the problems caused by the storm had been
solved or remedied.
I worked in the small community of Pointe a La Hache, 60 miles southeast of New
Orleans. I was invited to stay in a FEMA trailer with a friend: there was no other place
to stay. The first few days I did not pull out my camera until the community was aware
of who I was and what I wanted to do. I choose the “environmental portrait” as my
method and approach to learning about this community. I want the viewer to look into
the eyes of these people and see their strength and determination, in the face of the
huge odds against them... to see their commitment to rebuilding their destroyed community, without much help from FEMA or their State agencies. I want the viewer to
know and acknowledge their humanity.”
John Pinderhughes
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Harlin Rieley with his stranded shrimp boat; Port Sulphur, LA.

Weightlifter working out beside his FEMA trailer; Pointe a La Hache, LA.
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John Pinderhughes

John Pinderhughes

Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 30x20”

Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”
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Vergie Encalade on the slab where here home once stood, in her family’s compound, Pointe a La Hache, LA.

Peanut and his Mississippi River catfish, Pointe a La Hache, LA
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John Pinderhughes

John Pinderhughes

Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 30x20”

Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”
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Wilfred Encalade, oysterman, on one of the few working oyster boats, Pointe a La Hache, LA.

Arthur Riddick, fisherman, at the end of the day; Pointe a La Hache, LA

Douglas Wells in the cabin of his severely damaged shrimp boat, which was in dry dock; Pointe a La Hache, LA.
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John Pinderhughes

Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”

Both images: Untitled, The Katrina Portraits series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 20x30”
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Jason Reblando

Jason Reblando, Soccer Goal, Lathrop Homes series, 2009. Archival pigment print, 24x30"

Artist Statement
“The series Lathrop Homes: Public Housing's Garden City is part of my larger project
on public housing and planned communities. Lathrop Homes is an examination
of race, space, and nature amidst the unending and uneven development of urban
environments. With these photographs, I explore the complexities between the utopian
aspirations of urban planners and the social realities of public housing. I use portraiture
as a way to view how residents relate to a landscape that has been largely discounted
by city planners in recent years.

Yolanda, Lathrop Homes series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 24x30"

These particular photographs are from the Julia C. Lathrop Homes, a low-rise public
housing development constructed in the 1930's by the Public Works Administration
on the North Side of Chicago. Lathrop Homes possesses a desirable location along
the Chicago River, a verdant landscape, a unique connection to the New Deal,
and a diverse resident population –– yet the community and buildings of Lathrop are
in danger of being dismantled in the name of urban renewal. My images reconsider
the residents, landscape, and the notion of public housing that has otherwise
been marginalized.”
Jason Reblando
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Jason Reblando

Jason Reblando

Davina, Lathrop Homes series, 2008. Archival pigment print, 24x30"

Larry and Georgia, Lathrop Homes series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 24x30"
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Jason Reblando

Jason Reblando

Above: Haircut , Lathrop Homes series, 2008. Archival pigment print, 24x30"

Rollerskates, Lathrop Homes series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 24x30"

Below: Crystal and Zacharia , Lathrop Homes series, 2008. Archival pigment print, 24x30"
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Jason Reblando

Jason Reblando

Boys on Lawn, Lathrop Homes series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 30x24"

Krystal, Lathrop Homes series, 2007. Archival pigment print, 30x24"
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Katrina d’Autremont (b. 1980, Argentina) completed her B.F.A in Literature at the University
of Arizona, returning to the U.S. in 2005 for a M.F.A. in Imaging Arts and Sciences at the Rochester
Institute of Technology. She has received various awards, including the PDN 30 2011: New
and Emerging Photographers to Watch, a Silver Eye Fellowship for Photography 2009, Photolucida's
Critical Mass in 2008, The Magenta Foundation’s Emerging Photographers in 2010 and 2008, and
an Honorable Mention in En Foco’s People/Places/Things exhibition. Her work has been featured
in various publications including Real Simple, En Route, the American Photography 25, Fraction, Flak
Photo, and Conscientious. Her work has been shown around the world including the Griffin Museum
of Photography in Boston, MA; Carlos Mérida Museum of Modern Art in Guatemala City; the Sasha
Wolf Gallery in New York, NY; Rayko Photo Center in San Francisco, CA; Flanders Art Gallery
in Raleigh, NC; and the Ring Cube Gallery in Tokyo. www.katrinadautremont.com

KATRINA D’AUTREMONT
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Jaime Permuth (b. 1968, Guatemala) is a NY based Guatemalan photographer and Faculty Member
at the School of Visual Arts. In 1991 he graduated from the Hebrew University of Jerusalem with
a double major in Psychology and English Literature. In 1994 he received a Master of Fine Arts degree
in Photography from the School of Visual Arts in New York. In 2009 he completed a Master
of Professional Studies in Digital Photography from the School of Visual Arts. His work has been
shown at The Museum of Modern Art, The Queens Museum of Art, The Bronx Museum of the Arts,
The Museum of the City of New York, The Jewish Museum, El Museo del Barrio, and The Brooklyn
Museum of Art, all in New York; and internationally at the Museo Nacional de Arte Moderno
in Guatemala, Casa del Lago in Mexico City, and the Israeli Parliament. Among others, his work
is included in the collections of En Foco, the Polaroid Corporation, The Brooklyn Museum of Art,
The Museum of the City of New York, Art Museum of the Americas (DC). www.jaimepermuth.net

JAIME PERMUTH
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John Pinderhughes (b. 1946, Washington, DC) studied at Howard University and the WNET Film
& Television Training School and has worked as a commercial and fine art photographer in New York
City for more than 30 years. His fine art photography has been exhibited and collected by many
prestigious institutions, including The Museum of Modern Art, The Studio Museum in Harlem,
The Menil Foundation, The Smithsonian Institute, among others. His commercial life includes working
with major advertising agencies, record companies, magazines and corporations, winning awards from
The Art Director's Club, various design and magazine competitions, the Cleo Awards, CEBA Awards
and many others. His African heritage permeates his passion for collecting and photographing African
Art for the past 30 years. He is the author of a cookbook, Family of The Spirit (Simon & Schuster, 1990),
five children's books (McGlanahan, 1999), Coming Together (Hyperion, 2003), a collaboration with
author Harriette Cole, with more books to come.

JOHN PINDERHUGHES

© Joanne Diaz
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AN INTERCAMBIO BETWEEN
ORVILLE ROBERTSON
RICHARD KOCI HERNANDEZ
& IBARIONEX PERELLO
by Ibarionex Perello

Street photographers Orville Robertson (New York), Richard Koci Hernandez (San Francisco)
and Ibarionex Perello (Los Angeles) got together to speak about the topic of street photography,
and how they each practice and observe the tradition.
For the full interview, visit our blog at http://blog.enfoco.org

Ibarionex Perello: Is it easier to define what street photography isn’t, rather than what it is?
Orville Robertson: One thing is that a lot of people don’t even want to call it street photography.

Jason Reblando (b. 1973, Flushing, NY) received his M.F.A. in Photography from Columbia College
Chicago, and a B.A. in Sociology from Boston College. He is a recipient of an Illinois Arts Council
Artist Fellowship Award, a City of Chicago CAAP Grant, and a Columbia College Follett Fellowship.
His photographs have been published in Camera Austria, PDNedu, and Bloomberg BusinessWeek.
His work has been exhibited at the Singapore International Photo Festival; the Houston Center
for Photography, TX; the Light Factory in Charlotte, NC; RayKo Gallery in San Francisco, CA;
the Photographic Resource Center in Boston, MA; Project Basho and Philadelphia Photo Arts Center, PA;
the Minnesota Center for Photography, MN; among many others. His work is collected in the Museum
of Contemporary Photography's Midwest Photographers Project, the Milwaukee Art Museum, and the
Philadelphia Museum of Art. Reblando is Filipino-American, and lives and works in Chicago, IL.
www.jasonreblando.net

JASON REBLANDO

WORDS
ON THE STREET

I call it street photography but for a lot of New York street photographers that I know, it’s just
simply photography.

Richard Koci Hernandez: I approach it from a different place in that I’ve always known it as street
photography. Like even when you Google street photography, you are going to get “the school
of street photography.” So, to me it’s more of a traditional thing. I think this is the one thing that
most street photographers don’t care about, is what it’s called. We know it when we see it.
We know how to practice it and so the label isn’t that important.

Robertson: I love the word. I think it’s very descriptive of what we do.
Perello: With landscape and portraits there seems to be a very fixed idea of what makes a good image.
With street photography it seems more fluid, less rigid. For you, what’s involved in good
street photography?

Hernandez: For me I’m after one thing and I respond to one thing — for me it’s the sense of mystery.
It’s that sense of other-worldliness. The more ambiguous the image is sometimes, the more I read
into it, and the more I respond to it. When I take a look at great photographs by Garry Winogrand,
Leonard Freed, Elliot Erwitt or Robert Frank there’s always this sense of mystery, but also a sense
of the absurd or odd, even if it’s just odd body language or light.
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Richard Koci Hernandez, The Kiss, Plastic Dreams series, 2001. Gelatin silver print, 16x16"

Orville Robertson, London Runner, Yank in the UK series, 2011. Archival pigment print, 17x22"

Richard Koci Hernandez, The Virgin, Plastic Dreams series, 2001. Gelatin silver print, 16x16"

You are shooting, but your lost. It’s like what you said, ‘out of body’. And when you go back
and review what you did, you can’t believe it. This is a rare time where I’ve heard someone else
share that experience.

Robertson: Yes, it’s kind of scary sometimes. You look at some of the pictures you’ve taken and it’s not
Robertson: I don’t really know what I want when I go out there. I’m just reacting. It’s like there’s
a voice inside my head that when something interesting happens, it screams at me to press the
shutter. And I don’t squeeze my shutter; I slam my shutter to get that instant that this voice tells
me, “take the photograph now”. My photographs are all about the timing for the most part.

Perello: Yes. For me, it’s about observing and catching the moment where all these disparate elements
that normally don’t have a relationship to each other suddenly converge within the context of the
frame. It’s that moment of recognition and the ability to capture it especially when that moment
includes that telling gesture.

Robertson: You can be fooled by that. I mean I know that I have my own trigger point. When
somebody points, I automatically take the picture. I’m like Pavlov’s dog. And I notice this with
a lot of photographers that there are certain gestures that people make in their photographs that
they fall sucker for and sometimes it turns out to be just a bad photograph. However, there are
times where it helps to create magic and you have to look at it. But when it happens — you look
at it and go I don’t know how I did it and it takes on an almost out of body experience.
Perello: Do you instantly know that you’ve got it or does that come later?

Robertson: There are plenty of times when I take a photograph and I don’t even realize it, but when I
go back and look at the negatives, even with stuff ten to fifteen years later, I can remember taking
it, but not necessarily feeling that it was remarkable at the time.
Hernandez: You are hitting on something that I’m really glad to hear you talk about — I don’t think
a lot of people talk about it because it sounds a little weird. I mean, there is a voice. It tells you,
Now! Now! Now! And I’m trying to listen to it all the time. Your voice may be slower, but mine is
very fast. I think that in a funny way that there is that moment of clarity, that moment of being lost.
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even admiring how good or bad they are, but it’s just that you are wondering what came up from
within you to recognize this moment. A lot of people who don’t shoot street photography don’t
understand how quickly we have to react. Sometimes, you see the moment building up slowly but
sometimes the moment between reaction and taking the picture is like one-tenth of a second.
Perello: With street photography, the challenge for me seems to be less about controlling what’s
happening in front of the camera, but rather getting myself into a state of mind to be receptive and
ready for those moments when they happen. How do you prepare yourselves?

Robertson: One simple thing that I do when I first start shooting is I make eye contact as much as
I can with people and I hold the eye contact. That’s the key for me because I’m paying much more
attention to what’s going on. It’s always intimidating for me. I don’t care how long I’ve been doing
it, to take out the camera and start shooting. I know I’m ready when I can hold eye contact.
Hernandez: I love this. We share inner moments, but our approaches are completely different and
I love that. And I’m not expecting it to be the same process.

Robertson: That’s what makes it all so magical.
Hernandez: Absolutely. I on the other hand have a different approach. I have difficulty walking
and holding a conversation with someone. I can’t do that, because all I’m thinking about is
pictures and what’s happening around me. The moment that I get on the street and I have to take
more than twenty-five steps anywhere, I’m in the moment. I can’t focus on anything else. From
walking out my door to where my car is parked, I’ve already looked at three places just to make
sure that there isn’t something to be photographed. A thousand things are going through my head,
my eyes are darting and I begin to take pictures in my head, even before I’ve taken them with
my camera. I am somehow forced or trained or lucky or just push myself to feeling like I’m in that
zone all the time. It’s a very exciting place to be.
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everywhere. There’s always something interesting going on. You sometimes see these videos
of famous street photographers running around like monkeys taking pictures, but that’s not really
how it happens, but that’s how you feel inside. Internally it’s exciting, but on the exterior
it appears very boring, because to everyone else it looks like you are just walking around. It’s really
unbelievable the concentration that you can summon up.
Perello: A whole new generation of street photographers have been inspired and influenced by watching
street photographers on YouTube. And until fairly recently, you never had much of an opportunity
to see a street photographer at work beyond what you saw in their images or read in a book. Do you
think this is resulting in a lot of lackluster mimicry?

Robertson: We all mimic. You know that there are so many photographs that have been taken that you
can’t go into it believing that you are going to be astonishingly original. It’s all been done. It’s the
way that you photograph it, without being preoccupied with how to make it distinct. It just happens.
You just photograph. That’s all there is to it.

WEBSITE RESOURCES:
Richard Koci Hernandez
www.richardHernandezhernandez.com

Orville Robertson
www.newyorkstreetphotography.com,
www.enfoco.org/index.php/photographers/photographer/robertson_Robertson

Ibarionex Perello
www.thecandidframe.com

Hernandez: I really think Robertson is so right. When you really look at the heart of street photographers
that are true artists, they look at themselves as “the vessel”. They are not looking to be this or that.
They are just like, ‘I have to do this and nothing can stop me from doing this’. I think you really
know when you can go out in the street and shoot for two hours, and you know that if there
weren’t any film in the camera, it would still be okay. Then you are on to something, because then
you are doing it out of pure joy.
Ibarionex Perello is a photographer, writer, educator, producer and host of The Candid Frame:
A Photography Podcast. His articles and photographs have appeared regularly in numerous
magazines including Digital Photo Pro, Outdoor Photographer, Shutterbug and Rangefinder
magazines. He is an adjunct professor at the Art Center College of Design and teaches several
online photography course through BetterPhoto.com.
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Gerald Cyrus, St. Nick’s Pub, Harlem, 1995. Gelatin silver print, 11 x 14”

EN FOCO'S PRINT COLLECTORS PROGRAM

Robertson: It’s a rush. When you are seeing things in front of you, it’s truly like there are pictures
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